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On the Nonbinary Johnson Scheme
HANNU TARNANEN, MATII J. AALTONEN AND JEAN-MARIE GOETHALS
An elementary derivation for the eigenvalues of the nonbinary Johnson scheme is given.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let P be an alphabet, i.e. a finite set of cardinality q ;;. 2. Fix some element of P which
will be denoted by O. The (Hamming) distance d (x, y) between two vectors x and y of
F" is the number of coordinate places in which x and y differ. The weight w(x) of a
vector x in F" is the number of nonzero components of x. The set of all vectors of F"
with weight w is called the surface of radius wand is denoted by Ww or Ww (n, q). If the
alphabet P is binary, i.e. q = 2, the surface Ww ( n, 2) (0 < W < n) together with the nonempty
distance relations R; = {(x, y) E W~: d (x, y) = k} is a symmetric association scheme called
the Johnson scheme J (w, n) (cf. [4, Section 4.2]). If q > 2, the distance relations R; do
not make Ww(n, q) an association scheme and hence it is desirable to find a proper
refinement of the reiations Rk which do give a scheme.
Hereafter it is assumed that the alphabet P is nonbinary, i.e. s>3, and that nand w
are integers with 0 < w~ n. Given vectors x and y of F", let Xi be the ith component of
x and define the number of equal nonzeros e( x, y) and the number of common nonzeros
n(x,y) by
Further, define the relations Rij of the surface Ww by
Rij = {(x, y) E Ww(n, q?: e(x, y) = w- i, n(x, y) = w- j}.
Since d(x, y) = i+j for (x, y) in Rij, the relations Rij give a refinement of the distance
relations Ri: Dunkl [5] proved that the surface Ww(n, q) together with the nonempty Rijs
is a symmetric association scheme by showing that the relations Rij are the orbits on W~
under the action of a wreath product of two symmetric groups. He also found a representa-
tive set of simple modules over this wreath product and hence obtained the eigenvalues
of the scheme (for connections between group representation theory and association
schemes, see [2, chp. 2]). This paper gives an alternative approach. The eigenvalues of
the scheme are derived by using only elementary combinatorial methods.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
Given a finite set X with at least two elements, denote by C€(X, X) the algebra of all
Ixi x lXI-matrices over the complex field C€. The elements of a matrix A in C€(X, X) are
labelled by the elements of X 2, the (x,y)-entry of A being written as A(x,y). Denote by
J the matrix whose entries are all ones. The adjacency matrix of a relation p of X is a
matrix D; in C€(X, X) defined by Dp(x, y) = 1 if (x, y) E P and Dp(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) e p.
To ease notation we shall denote the sum L~~:(r.k) by L;~s'
THEOREM 1. Assume that R = {R o, ... , Rn } is a partition ofx 2 , each R, is a symmetric
relation and Ro={(X,X):XEX}. Let @3=L(Do, ... ,D n ) be the complex linear space
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generated by the adjacency matrices D, of R, (i = 0, ... , n). If there are matrices Co=J,
C1 , ••• ,Cn of <'(6(X, X) such that
n ~k
n, =:: L ak(i)C j and c.c, =:: L f3rk(i)Cj,
i=O i=O
k, r =:: 0, ... , n, (1)
where ak(i) and f3rk(i) are complex numbers, then (X, R) is a symmetric association scheme
with n classes and its first eigenvalues are
n
Pk(i) =:: L ak(r)f3ri(i),
r=i
k, i = 0, ... , n. (2)
PROOF. Since R is a partition of X 2 , 00 has dimension n + 1. From (1) it follows that
{Co, ... , Cn} is a basis of 00 and 00 constitutes a subalgebra of <'(6(X, X). As each R, is
symmetric, matrices in 00 are symmetric and DkD h =::DIDh=(DhDdT =DhDk where T
denotes the transpose operation. So, 00 is a commutative algebra. These properties show
that (X, R) is a symmetric association scheme with n classes (see [4, Theorem 2.1]).
By (1), the linear space OOj =:: L(Co, ... , Cj ) of dimension j + 1 is an ideal of 00. On the
other hand, 00 admits a unique basis of primitive idempotents Jo=:: IXI-1J, J 1 , ••• ,In such
that JkJ h =:: l>khJk (cf. [6, pp. 653 and 654]) where l>kh is the Kronecker symbol. We prove
by induction on j that these idempotents have a numbering satisfying OOj = L(Jo, ... ,Jj ) .
Clearly, this is true for j =:: 0. Suppose that O~j < nand OOj =:: L(Jo, ... , J j ) . Then OOj+l =::
L(J o, ... , J j , D) where D is in 00 but not in OOj. Thus in the expression D = aoJo+... + anJ n
(aj E <'(6) some coefficient ah (h ""j +1) is nonzero. Since DJ h =:: ahJh, J h is in the ideal
OOj+l and so OOj+l =:: L(Jo, .•. , J j , J h ) . Thus the primitive idempotents have the asserted
numbering and hence
r
Cr= L Pr(iM
j=O
(3)
for some uniquely defined complex numbers Pr(i). Since the sets {C j } and {JJ are linearly
independent, the coefficients Pr(r) (r =:: 0, ... , n) are nonzero. Assume that °~ k ~ r ~ n.
Then from (1) and (3) we obtain CrCkJ k = f3rk(k)Pk(k)J k =:: Pr(k)Pk(k)Jk and so Pr(k) =::
f3rk(k). Hence from (1) and (3) it follows that
n, =:: it{t ak(r)f3rj(i) }Jj
which proves expression (2) (cf. [4, Equation 2.13]).
3. THE EIGENVALUES OF THE NONBINARY JOHNSON SCHEME
Let m =:: min( w, n - w) and let K be the set of all pairs (i, j) of integers satisfying
°~ j ~ i ~ wand j ~ m. Then the nonempty relations Rij are given by the index set K.
Denote by Jq(w, n) the pair (Ww(n, q), {Rjj : (i,j) E K}) and call it the q-ary Johnson
scheme. Further, let Dij be the adjacency matrix of R jj and 00 be the linear subspace of
<'(6( Ww , Ww ) generated by the matrices D jj ((i,j)E K).
Denote by L the set of all pairs (i, j) of integers for which °~j ~ i~ wand i - j ~ m
so that ILl = IKI. For (r, s) in L, define the matrix C rs of 00 by
m (w-j-s)c., = L Bj s
j=O r- s
(4)
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where
W
Bj s = L K s ( W - j, q -1, i - j)D ij
i=j
and K, is the Krawtchouk polynomial:
s . . (n -x)(x)K.(n,q,x)= L (-l)'(q-l)s-, ..'
i=O S -I 1
Note that the (x, y)-entry of Crs is
( u - s)Crs(x,y) = K s(u,q-1,u-v)r-s
where v = e(x, y) and u = n(x, y). By using Equation (5) and the properties
Kk(n,q,i)=O, fori=O, ... ,n and k>n
and
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(5)
(6)
(7)
n
L Kj(n,q,s)K.(n,q,i)=q n8ij, fori=O, ... ,n and j"~0 (8)
S~O
(cf. [1, p. 113]) we get
W
D kh = (q _l)h-w L Kk-h(W- h, q-1, s)Bhs.
s=o
(9)
To obtain the inverse relation of Equation (4) define fit) (x) (0";; t ,,;; w,0,,;; i,,;; m) to be
the interpolation polynomial which takes the value one at x = t - i and is zero at all other
integer points of the closed interval [t - m, t]. Since the degree of fi')(x) is at most m, it
has a unique representation
fit)(x) = I f~)(x) (10)
k~O k
where f~) are real numbers. By expressions (4), (5) and the definition of fit)(x),
w.s+m
Bhs = L f~;=~)Crs' (11)
r=s
Combining Equations (9) and (11) we obtain
n., = L akh(r, s)Crs «Ie, h) E K)(r,s)EL
where
(12)
akh(r, s) = (q _l)h-Wf~;=~)K k- h( W - h, q -1, s). (13)
Consider the set G = P\{O} as a multiplicative Abelian group and denote the identity
of G by 1. Let o/a (a E G) be the complex characters of G numbered in such a way that
o/a(3) = o/f3(a) for all a and {3 in G (cf. [3]). Also, for x and yin F" and a in G define
o/a(O)=0 and
(x, y) = Il o/x;(Y;)
iEX
(14)
where x= {i: Xi ,e O} is the support of x. Notice that (x, y) ,e 0 if and only if xc y. Define
the multiplicative weight WM(X) of a vector x of F" by WM(X) = l{i: xi,e 0, Xi ,e1}1. It is
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known (cf. [4, pp. 85 and 39]) that for all a and b in G" we have
I (a, x)(b, x) = {(q -1)", if a = b
XEG
n ° ifa,cb
and
I (x, a)(x, b) = Kk(n, q -1, d(a, b))
XEO ri
wM(x)~k
(15)
(16)
where the bar stands for complex conjugation.
Let x and Ybe vectors of P". If for each i = 1, ... , n either Xi = Yi or {Xi, Yi} = {O, I},
we call x and Y almost equal and denote this by x =y. So, the relation x =y means that
y can be obtained from x by changing some components Xi E {O, 1} to the <'ther element
of {O, 1}. Since «/11(0:) = 1 for 0: in G, expression (14) implies that for any triple a, b, z of
vectors in P" we have
(a, z) = (b, z), if a = band ii u be z. (17)
Given integers rand s with °~ s ~ r ~ n, the set of all vectors in P" with weight rand
multiplicative weight s is denoted by Wrs'
In the sequel we shall need some combinatorial identities: if X and yare real numbers
and k, rand t are integers, then (cf. [7, pp. 3, 4 and 8] and [4, p. 46])
if k or r;;;'O,
(X+Y) = I (x)( Y )k i~O i k - i '
(X)(k- X) = ±(_1)i+t(i)(k-~)(~).t r - t i=O t r - I I
LEMMA 1. If (r, s) and (k, h) are in L, then
c..c., = 8sh(q -1)W I (w- i)( W -ki)(n - r r: kk++~)CiS'
i=s w-r w- w-r- I
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
PROOF. Let x and y be fixed elements of X and let v = e(x, y) and u = n(x, y). Denote
A={aE Wrs: iicxny} and B={bE Wus: b=xnY}. Then the sets Ab={aEA: a=b}
(b E B) form a partition of A and each set A b has (~-=-:) elements. Hence from relations
(17) and (6) it follows that
- (u-s) - (u-s)I (a,x)(a,y)= I (b,x)(b,y)= Ks(u,q-l,u-v)=Crs(x,y).
GEW" r-s hEB r-s
Thus we have
(CrsCkh)(X,y)= I I (a,x)(b,y) I (a,z)(b,z).
ee w, be: Wkh ZE W w
(23)
(24)
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Given a in Wrs and b in Wkh , let d = r + k - n(a, b) be the cardinality of the set ii u b.
By (I7),
L (a,Z)(b,Z)=(n-
d
d ) (q _ 1)W- d L (a,z)(b,z).
ZEWw w- zeWd
i= d u b
(25)
(26)
According to expressions (I7) and (I5) the last sum in Equation (25) is (q _1)d if a and
b are almost equal and otherwise it is zero. So, CsCkh = 0 if h ;tf. s. Assume that h = s.
Then Equations (24) and (25) imply that
(c C)( )=( _I)W" ( )-(b)(n-r-k+n(a,b))rsksX,Y q L..\a,x ,Y k ()
w-r- +n a,b
where the summation is over all pairs (a, b) satisfying
a e Wrs , b e Wks , ii e i, bey and a = b. (27)
Let us impose the additional constraints
(28)lii\YI= t and Ib\il = j.n(a, b) = e,
Then expression (26) takes the form
(CrsCks)(x, y) = (q -1)w et (:=~=~::) ~~: ;~~ L2 (a, x)(b, y) (29)
where the sum L2 is over the pairs (a, b) satisfying expressions (27) and (28). Since these
conditions imply that the components a; (j E ii\y) and b, (j E b\i) are equal to 0 or I we
obtain
( w - u) ( w - u) -L2 (a, x)(b,Y) = t j L3(a,x)(b,y) (30)
where the summation L3 is over the pairs (a, b) satisfying
iie iny, be i n y, a =band n(a, b) = e. (31)
These constraints imply that (b, y) = (a, y). Further, if a satisfies a E W r-r t.s and ii e in y,
then the number of choices for b satisfying (31) is (r~~;')(k~;~j), Thus, by relationship
(23), we have
- (r-s- t)(u - r+ t)L3 (a, x)(b, y) = k' Cr_I,.(x, Y),
e-s -e-J
According to expressions (30), (32), (20) and (6),
k-e _ ( U - S ) ( (w - s) - (u - s) ) (r - s - t)L L(a,x)(b,Y)=j~O r-t-s (r-s)-(r-t-s) e-s
( w - r+ t)x k-e Ks(u,q-I,u-v).
Hence from Equations (21) and (6) it follows that
(32)
;~~ L2 (a, x)(b, y) = (r~~ ~ t)( w.'; t) J s (_1)r+i+IC~~~J( ;~/)Cu(X, Y),
Thus Equation (29) implies that
r
c,c; = L f3rk( i) Cis
i=s
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where (3rk(i) =
(w- i) r . ( n-r-k +e) rr- e (r-t- s) (w - r+ t)( i-s )(q-1)w . I (_1),+e I (_1)r+t+e .r-I e v s w-r-k+e t~O e-s k-e r-t-s
Applying expression (21) twice we obtain relationship (22).
Denote by Ek(n, w, x) the Eberlein polynomial
k, i = 0, .. : , m.
Ek(n, w,x)= r~o (_l)r(:)(~=:)(n~:~x)
and by Qk(n, w, i) the Hahn polynomial
( .) m-V~l) ( )Qk n, w, 1 = (~)("iW) E, n, w, k ,
(33)
We shall need the following properties:
I Qj(n, w, k)Ek(n, w, i) = (n) 8ij
k~O W
(i,j=O, ... , m), (34)
and k> m,for i = 0, ... , mEk(n, w, i) =0
W (w - k) ._(w-j)(n - t - j)I Ek(n, w,J) - ,
k=O t w-t w-t
j, t = 0,1, ....
(35)
(36)
Equation (34) is well-known (cf. [1, p. 122]), Equation (35) follows from Equation (33)
and Equation (36) can be obtained by using expression (19) and the formula
Ek(n, w, x) = Jo (_1)k+r(:= ~)(w~x)(n - w~x+ r)
(cf. [4, p. 48]).
THEOREM 2. Jq (w, n) is a symmetric association scheme and its first and second eigen-
values are, respectively,
and
Qij(k, h) = i~ K;(w - h, q -1, k - h)Qi-j(n - j, w <i. h)
where (k, h) E K and (i,j) E L.
(37)
(38)
PROOF. Let s; be the lexicographical order of L so that the relation (r, s) :;;;: (i, j) means
that r < i or that r = i and s:;;;: j. If (r, s) and (r', s') are in L, then Lemma 1 implies that
c.,c r's' = I (3(r,s;r'.s')( i,j) c,
where the summation is over all pairs (i, j) in L satisfying (i, j) :;;;: (r, s) and (i, j) :;;;: (r', s'),
(3(r,s;r's,)(i,j) are complex numbers and
( w - i) (n - r - i+j)(3(r,s;i,j)(i,j) = 8siq -1)w .w-r w-r
Equations (12) and (13) show that the matrices Crs satisfy the assumptions of Theorem
1. Therefore Jq ( w, n) is a symmetric association scheme and by expressions (2), (12),
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(13), (35), (36) and (10) the first eigenvalues of Jq(w, n) are
Pkh(i, j) = L (Xkh (r, s) f3 (r,s;i,j)(i, j)
(r.sve l:
(r,s)""(i,j)
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= (q -l)hKk_h(W-h, q -I,j) w'fj fh;=})( w- i)(n - r- i+ j)
r=j w-r w-r
m,w-j m+j (w -j - t)
=(q-l)hKk_h(w-h,q-I,j) L E,(n-j,w-j,i-j) L fh;=Y ,
,~O r=j r- ]
= (q -I)hKk_h(w- h, q -I,j)Eh(n - j, w- i. i - j),
So, the numbers given by Equation (37) are the first eigenvalues of Jq ( w, n). To show
that the numbers Qij(k, h) in Equation (38) are the second eigenvalues, it is sufficient to
prove that
L o». h)Pkh(r, s) = (n)(q -l)w8iA s
(k,h)EK W
for all (i,j) and (r, s) in L (cf. [4, pp. 12 and 13]). This orthogonality relation is easily
verified by using the properties (8), (18), (34) and (35).
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